Israel Seeks Eichmann Case Compromise With Argentina

From News Discreetly

JERUSALEM, June 12—Israel tonight sought a secret compromise with Argentina over the diplomatic crisis caused by the Adolph Eichmann case which would not involve returning the former Nazi accused of mass murder.

Paving the way for the compromise, the Israeli Cabinet today postponed dispatch of a formal note rejecting Argentina's demand that Eichmann be returned and that his abductors be punished.

The Cabinet had, before it during its regular Sunday session, the draft of a three-page note rejecting Argentina's demand and suggesting that the two Governments enter into negotiations to settle their diplomatic dispute, it was reported.

But it was decided to postpone dispatch of the note pending the possible top-level meeting between the heads of the Israeli and Argentine Governments.

Statement on June 10

Prime Minister Eden's statement on June 10, that Eichmann be returned to Argentina without delay, side of the country's sovereignty, it demanded that Israel return Eichmann by this weekend or it would put the case before the U.N.

Prior to today Eden, in a letter to Eden, had sent a personal letter to Eichmann saying that even though Argentine law was violated formally the Israeli "volunteers" had "supreme moral justification" in fixing Eichmann out of Argentina.

By Monday afternoon, Buelas, who is charged with the responsibility for the wartime killing of millions of Jews as head of the Hitler's Jewish Department, was reported writing an account of the case life of Nazi military leaders in his jail cell.

The account is not part of the daily interrogations if up to five hours he has been undergoing from Israeli police. It has been undertaken by his own initiative.